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ABSTRACT 

A primary objective of seed orchards is to optimize the supply of high 
quality seeds. Meeting seed production targets often requires careful 
monitoring of the cone crop to predict Hie quantity and quality of cones 

and seeds and management of insect pesls. Pest management decisions 

require accurate identification of ihe pest, knowledge of pest biology and 

damage, and methods to prevent or control damage. 

ConeSys is a computer-based system to assist seed orchard managers in 

collecting data on the quality and quantity of cones and seeds from their 

orchard, and assist them in making informed decisions about insect pest 

management. This publication describes the general features and 

functions of ConcSys and provides slep-by-step instructions on how to 

use it in the field and laboratory. 

RESUME 

Les vergers a graines viseni essentiellement a maximiser 

I'approvisionnemeni en semences dc haute qualile. Or, la realisation 

d'objectifs donncs de production dc semences requiert souvent la 

surveillance etroite de la culture des cones pour prevoir la quantite el la 

qualile des cones et des graines, ainsi que la luttc contre les insectes 

nuisibles. D'ailleurs, pour prendre des decisions en cctte matters, il faut 

clairement identifier les insectes ravageurs, connaitre la biologic de ccs 
insectes et les dommages qu'ils causent. de mome que les mcthodes de 

prevention ou de cuntrolc des degals. 

ConeSys esl un systeme infonnatique qui aide les geslionnaires de 

vergers a graines a fa ire la collecte de donnees sur la qualite cl la quantite 

des cones el des graines de leur verger. Ce sysieme les aide aussi a prendre 

des decisions eclairees en matiere de lalutte contre les insecics nuisibles. 

La presente publication decrit les caracteristiques et les functions 

izenerales de ConeSys el dnnne des instructions pas a pas sur la facon dc 

I'uliliser sur le terrain et en laboratoirc. 
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DISCLAIMER 

Natural Resources Canada is the sole owner of ConeSys. The ConeSys 
software was developed ai Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest 

Service, Great Lakes Forestry Centre in collaboration with RBB 

Innovations Ltd., Saull Ste. Marie, Ontario and Hie Ontario Ministry of 
Natural Resources. The purchaser/recipient may not assert any 

proprietary rights thereto nor make representations to anyone to the 

contrary. 

The software is provided as is. without warranty of any kind, either 

express or limited, including, without limitation, warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Natural Resources 

Canada does not warrant that the functions contained in the software will 
meet the recipient's requirements or that the operation will he 

uninterrupted or error free. 

Natural Resources Canada is not liable for any indirect, incidental, or 

consequential damages or for loss of profits, revenue or data, whether in 

an action in coniraci. tort, strict liability, or otherwise, even if advised of 

the possibility of such damages. 

Natural Resources Canada will not he liable for direct damages caused by 

late delivery, product defect or any other cause except as provided in a 

contract. 

The mention or recommendation of certain manufactured products does 

not necessarily imply endorsement by Natural Resources Canada. 

Canadian Forest Service, nor does trie exclusion of other products 

necessarily imply disapproval. 



HOW THIS MANUAL IS ORGANIZED 

The manual has been organized inio six sections. 

Section One (Whai is ConeSys?) provides an introduction to the general 

features and functions ofConeSys and describes how to install ConeSys 

on your dala logger and personal computer. 

Seciion Two (Selling up Cone Crop Monitoring Studies in the Field! 

describes the field procedures for selecting and monitoring cone crop 

monitoring trees. 

Section Three (Collecting CCMS Data: Using CCMSDAT) describes in 

detail how to use the data collection program CCMSDAT. 

Section Four (Analyzing CCMS Dala: Using CCMSPC) provides a 

detailed description of the computer program that summarizes and 

analyzes your data. 

Section Five (Information on Cone and Seed Insecls and Their Control: 

Using CCMSIMS) describes how to use the database, which contains a 

diagnostic key to identify insects, a description of the insects' life history 

and damage, and information on pest control products. 

Section Six (Making Insect Pesl Management Decisions: Using 

CCMSDSS) describes how to input information about pesl managemenl 

in order to determine if pest management will be cosi elfcctive. 
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WHAT IS CONESYS? 

Background 

In Canada, a large number of seed orchards have been established 

to supply genetically superior seed for reforestation. A primary 

objective of seed orchards is to optimize the supply of high quality 

seeds. Meeting seed production targets often requires careful 

monitoring of the cone crop to predict the quantity and quality of 

cones and seeds (Bramlett and Godbee 1982. Fleming ct a). 1990. 

de Groot and Turgeon 1992, Fleming and de Groot 1992, Caron 

and Fleming 1995), and management of insect pests (Turgeon and 

de Groot 1992, 1994; de Groot and Fleming 1994; de Groot ct al. 

1994; Turgeon et al. 1994). Pest management decisions require 

accurate identification of the pest, knowledge of pesi biology and 

damage, methods to prevent or control damage, and estimates of 

the size and value of the crop to be protected. Typically, pest 

management decisions are made under uncertain conditions by 

managers having varying degrees of experience, knowledge, and 

willingness to take risks; therefore, a system that assists 

appropriate decision making would be beneficial. Furthermore, 

automation of database files on insects and their control, of data 

collection and processing of cone crop yield estimates, and ot 

decision-making procedures would help seed orchard managers. 

ConeSys is a computer-based system to assist seed orchard 

managers in collecting and processing data on the quality and 

quantity of cones and seeds from their orchard, and assist m 

making informed decisions about insect pest management. 

ConeSys consists of three core programs that function 

independently: The Cone Crop Monitoring Sysiem (CCMS), the 

Information Management System (IMS), and the Decision Support 

Sysiem (DSS). Both the CCMS and the IMS provide data and 

information for the DSS (Figure 1.1). The CCMS provides data on 

the size of the cone crop (item (1) in Figure 1.1) and expected 

damage. The IMS provides information on expected damage from 
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insect pe.sts of pine, spruce and tamarack in eastern Canada, pest 

control products registered in Canada for use against these cone 
and seed insects, and estimates of the efficacy of the products. 
The DSS uses this data and asks the seed orchard manager for 
additional information about cost of treatment and the value of the 
crop to be protected to help calculate the consequences of various 
decisions. 

~ 

CCMS DSS IMS 

Manager' 

|(1) Expected cone and seed yields 

i 
> (2) Expected damage < 

I 
(3) Efficacy of control products 

I 
(4) Cost of treatment 

I 
(5) Value of crop to bo protected 

(6) Decision options 

Figure 1.1. Flow of information and data from the Cone Crop 

Monitoring System (CCMS), Informaiion Management System 

(IMS), and seed orchard manager into the Decision Support 
System (DSS). 

' 
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Cone Crop Monitoring System 

The Cone Crop Monitoring System (CCMS) enables seed orchard 

managers to estimate and predict cone and seed crop size at 

various times from pollination to cone maturity and harvest. It 

also provides estimates of the impact of insects, together with 

other cone- and seed-mortality factors, such us diseases, natural 

abortion, squirrels, and frost. CCMS data is collected on data 

loggers and then processed on an IBM compatible personal 

computer (PC). 

Data collection for CCMS is comprised of periodic observations 

of seed cones on sample trees selected from an orchard. Figure 1.2 

shows the flow of field procedures for use in setting up a CCMS 

study. These field procedures are described in detail in section 2 

of this manual. 
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Generate and sort list of 

random tree locations 

I 
Go to the first/next «; 

tree on the list 

i 
Count all the seed cones 

on the tree and input data 

v 

Assign the tree a CCMS number 

I 
Select and tag sample branches 

y 

Record condition of sample cones 

I 
Have all the trees in the first 

assessment been examined? a 

Yes 

I 
Have all the assessments 

been completed? > Yes 

No 

I 
No 

1 
Collect seed cones 

Continue assessments 

^ 

Figure 1.2. A flow chart outlining the field procedures for 
monitoring cone crops. 
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After the sample trees are chosen, all the seed cones on each tree 

are counted to provide estimates of the potential yield of cones 

and seeds from the orchard. Sample cones are permanently tagged 

and revisited periodically during their development period. On 

each visit, the cones are examined to determine the number of 
healthy, damaged, and dead cones, and the probable cause of 
death. The field data are collected on a data logger running the 

CCMSDAT program, which is described in detail in section 3 of 
this manual. The data is downloaded to a PC. The data is stored 

and managed in a program called CCMSPC, which is described in 

detail in section 4 of this manual. By using previous cone and seed 

loss data from the orchard (or some best guess), the user can then 

make predictions on the cone and seed yield expected at harvest 

(Figure 1.3). After each set of observations of the sample cones, 

the data is downloaded into CCMSPC to update the predictions of 
cone and seed yields. At harvest, sample cones are processed to 

determine seed potential, actual yield of filled seed, and seed 

losses. 

COHH CROP M0NITOR1HG EVSTE 

. flnnlysis Module 

CCMS Study: 6 CCHS ¥ear = 1994 d: nnnoRE 
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Reuiscd CE 
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Kunber nf con^^^lil: 

2G neulscil final CE </>: 
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i9r Orciiard seed yisli! <'H8B) = 
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Figure 1.3. Sample output from the Cone Crop Monitoring System 

for the Ramore seed orchard showing the predicted yields of 

cones, seeds, and seedlings. 
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Information Management System 

The Information Management System (SMS) is a database that 
provides mformation on the insect pests of pine, spn.ce and 
amarack ,n easier,. Canada. There are three main modules in the 
IMS program. The Diagnosis module helps identify the pest or 
pests causing damage to the cone and seeds on the basis of 

damage characteristics. Next, the system identifies the pest and 
the user can view or print selected information about it The Pest 
module provides information on the hosts, importance and 
distribution of the pests, a description of the damage and life 
stages of the pest, and Hie current control methods (Figure 1 4) 

w Opt inns 

- Scroll p 

- Scroll down 
-f9llp> - Go to top 
-pgDn> -Go In 

ack pina buduorp 
an:h cane ri 
larch ;i*r,l c 

Figure 1.4. Sample of pest information from the Information 
Management System. 

The Control module provides information on the pest control 
products registered by Agriculture Canada for use against cone 
and seed insects. This mformation includes the product name 
registration number, registrant and Canadian agent, location of 

use, market type, formulation type, precautions, first aid 
environmental hazards, spill cleanup, toxicology, storage and 

disposal instructions, directions for use, active ingredient species 
of insects controlled, and estimates of the efficacy of the product 
IMS is described in detail in section five of this manual 

~ 
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Decision Support System 

The Decision Support System (DSS) is designed to help seed 
orchard managers make economically and environmentally 
appropriate pest and crop management decisions. DSS requires 

seed orchard managers to input data on the current cone crop size, 

cost of pest management, and the expected gain in cone and seed 
yields from pest management, among other data. DSS processes 

these data (Figure 1.5) and provides a cost/benefit analysis of one 

or more pest management options. 

DSS is described in detail in section six of this manual. 

7.5. Atfa ix-ret/i from the Decision Support 

System. 
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Installing CONESYS 

System Requirements 

To run ConeSys on a compuier system you will require: 

• an IBM-compatible 80386 PC or higher, 

• DOS 3.1 or higher. 

• a minimum 4 MB of RAM, and 

• approximately 4 MB of available hard disk space. 

The data collection program CCMSDAT is designed to run on a 
DAP Technologies PC 1000 or PC 9000 wi!h accompanying 
communications hardware and software. It will also ran on mos^t 

Installing ConeSys 

To install ConeSys onto your computer: 

1) Get to a DOS prompt. If you are running Windows, either quit 
Windows or open a DOS window, 

2) Insert the installation disk into your floppy drive, 

3) At the DOS prompt, enter a:\install; if your floppy drive is b, 
enter b:\install instead, and 

4) Follow the instructions on the screen. 

5) Note that Installation Disk is also the ConeSys Boot Disk. If 
you run into memory problems while using ConeSys modules on 

your PC (particularly CCMSPC), you will need this disk to reboot 
your computer into a minimally configured mode. See "Starting 

CCMSPC" in Section Four for more details. 
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6) When the install is finished, print out a copy of the file 
■README TXT. A copy of the README.TXT at the time of 
publication of the manual is shown here, but consult the disk copy 
as it will contain the most up-to-date information on the use of all 

ConeSys modules. 
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Current READ ME filo for ConeSys 

This file contains the latest information on the installation setup 

tmr^^iSi?.™^ modules. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT 
-ILE AND FOLLOW THE 

I. INITIAL SETUP 

Before using the CONESYS modules for the firs, time, add the 
following line to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file: 

SET CLiPPER=F075 

Add the following lines to your CONFIG.SYS file; 

BUFFERS-40 

FILES a 40 

If your CONFIG.SYS file already has a FILES or BUFFERS line 
ensure that the numbers are a. least as large as those given here' 
Alter the changes have been made and the files saved, reboot your 
computer so that these changes take effect. 

If you are using a data logger, you must similarly make these 
changes to the AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS tiles on the 
data logger, and then reboot it. 

All CONESYS programs are DOS-based, and must be run from 
the DOS prompt. 

II. CCMSDAT 

SDAT 2 y0lir dala i0^'er- c°py ihc m 
and DICTION.DBF onto your data logger (these 

f0U"d in I0™ CCMSDAT subdirectory,. To stun 
on the data logger, enter CCMSDAT at the DOS 

prompt. 

directory and enter CCMSDAT at the DOS 
prompt. 
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III. CCMSPC 

CCMSPC typically does not run well in a DOS window open 

under Windows 3.1. tt may also run into memory problems if 
several devices and programs (e.g. network software! are running 

on your PC in (he background. To overcome ihese problems, place 

[he CONESYS Boot Diskette (the Installation Diskette) in the 

floppy drive and rehoot your computer. This will setup your 

computer in a minimally configured mode under which CCMSPC 
will work To return your computer to Its normal configuration 

when you are finished using CCMSI'C. remove the diskette and 

rehoot your computer. 

IV STARTING CONESYS MODULES 

To start any of the CONESYS modules, change directories to the 
CONESYS directory. Enter the name of the module you wish to 

run at the DOS prompt (CCMSDAT, CCMSPC, CCMSIMS or 

CCMSDSS). 
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2-1 Setting Up Cone Crop Monitoring Studies 

SETTING UP CONE CROP MONITORING 

a STUDIES IN THE FIELD 

Overview 

Cone crop monitoring is based on periodic observations of seed 
cones on sample trees selected from an orchard (see Figures 1.2 
and 2 1} After the sample irees are selected, all seed cones are 

counted on each tree to provide estimates of the orchards 
potential yield of cones and seeds. Sample cones are permanently 
umd and are revisited periodically during the seed cone 

development period. On each visit, the cones are examined to 
determine the number of healthy, damaged (attacked live), and 
dead cones, along with the probable cause of death or damage 
When the seed cones have reached maturity, a sample is processed 

to determine seed potential, the number of filled and empty seeds, 

and seed losses. 

Step-by-Step Procedure 

1. Select trees. 

Trees should be selected randomly from your orchard to avoid 

biasing the estimates of cone and seed values. You may wish to 
choose trees from the entire orchard or restrict your selection to a 

particular portion of the orchard. However, by restricting your 
selection to only a part of the orchard, you can draw inferences 

only about the selected part and not the whole orchard. We 
recommend that you select trees from the whole orchard, unless 
there are good reasons for selecting only a portion. 

The random tree locator of CCMSPC is designed to let you 

randomly select trees, by location, from your orchard. Select 50 
tree locations at random and sort them. After the tree locations 

have been soiled, make a sketch map of a sampling path through 
the orchard that will allow you to visit each tree efficiently. 
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Yes 

Randomly select 50 trees 

for cone counts using the 

random locator in CCMSPC 

I 
Count cones in first/next 

tree and record count 

on data logger 

I 
Does the tree 

have at least 

20 cones? 

> 

Do you wish to use 

50 trees for CCMS 

assessments? No 
~ 

Use tree for 

CCMS 

assessments 

I 
Yes 

I 
Find nearest tree with at least 

20 cones and use for CCMS 

assessments (do not record the 

number of cones on this tree) 

Figure 2.] A flow chart outlining the field procedures for 
selecting cone crop moniloring trees. 
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2. Go to the first (next) tree on the list. 
Within one to two days after pollen release, go to the first tree on 

the list. At this time most or all of the seed cones should be visible 

and receptive to pollen. 

If the irce is missing (because it was rogued, for example), or is 

dead, then use the nearest living tree. Note that you must have an 

accurate record of the number of trees in the orchard in order to 
make estimates of (he cone and seed yields. Record location 

information for the tree. 

3. Count all the seed cones on the whole tree. 

Divide the tree crown into two sectors, north and south. The north 
sector is the area from 270 degrees to 90 degrees, and south is the 

other half. Now divide the cone-producing region (the area 

between the highest and lowest cones) into two levels of equal 
width (Upper and Lower). Dividing the tree into two sectors and 

two crown levels produces four "cells" in a tree. Count all the 

seed cones (living and dead) and record the count. 

4. Select and tag sample branches and record first 

assessment. 

Randomly select a cell from the four cells, i.e., North Upper. 

North Lower, South Upper, and South Lower. To make a random 

selection, number each cell, e.g.. North Upper = 1, North Lower = 

2, South Upper = 3, and South Lower - 4, then randomly pick a 

number from one to four using a table of random numbers (or 

using a hand-held calculator which has this feature). 

After selecting a cell, randomly select a cone bearing branch. To 
do so, we recommend thai you count the number of cone-bearing 

branches within the cell by beginning at (he top of the celi, and 

rthen randomly select a number within the range of branch counts. 

For example, say you count five cone-bearing branches within the 

cell. Select a number from one to five, say branch two; then, 

counting from the top of the cell (as before), locate this branch. 
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Place a metal tag (or a tag made of some other durable and 
corrosion resistant material) on the cone-bearing branch just 

below the seed cones closest to the tree trunk (so as not to 
interfere with their development), and inscribe the tag with the 
branch number shown on the data logger. Enter the cone count 
cone conditton and mortality factor. You do not have to record the 

mortality factor for each cone; however, by failing to do so you 

will be unable to determine the cause for the loss of cones 
particularly by cone and seed insects. Mortality factor information 
IS essential to implement a pest management program. Be sure to 
record the number of living AND dead seed cones. 

If there are less ,han 20 cones on the branch you selected 
randomly select another cone bearing branch (using the same 
procedure as before) and record the condition of the cones on the 
second branch, either until 20 cones have been tallied or until all 
the cones have been tallied. You may need to move to another cell 
(selected at random) to complete this tally. You can either stop 
recording after 20 cones have been found, or if you wish to 

complete the branch, record the condition of the remaining cones 
on the branch. For example, if the first branch has been^tallied 
with 14 cones, and the second branch has an additional 10 cones 
you can either record the condition of the first six cones on the 
second branch, bringing the tree total to an even 20, or complete 

the entire second branch, bringing the tree total to 24 cones The 
latter option is preferable, because, if you record the condition of 
only a portion of the cones on a branch, you will be faced, on 
subsequent tallies, with the problem of distinguishing the cones 
being monitored from the remaining cones. 

~ 
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5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until all 50 CCMS trees have 

been assessed. 

6. Monitor cones periodically until cone maturity. 

For the second and all other assessments, return to the CCMS 

trees and tagged branches and record the condition and mortality 

factors of the cones. The number and timing of the assessments 

varies with the tree species. 

Pine (Pitms spp.): For pine there are five more assessment 

periods after the first assessment which are done over two years. 

Assessment 1: one or two days after pollen release; 

Assessment 2: about one month after the first 

assessment, usually late June or early July; 

Assessment 3: mid to late September; 

Assessment 4; late May the following year, the same time 

that the next years' cones are receptive to pollen; 

Assessment 5; about one month after the fourth 

assessment, usually late June or early July; and 

Assessment 6: when seeds are mature, late August to raid 

September. 

Spruce (Picea spp.) and Tamarack [Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. 

Koch.]: Because spruce and tamarack cones mature within one 

year, there are three more assessment periods after the first 

assessment; 

Assessment 1: one or two days after pollen release; 

Assessment 2: when cones are pendant, about one to two 

weeks afier pollen release; 

Assessment 3: end of June or the first week of July; and 

Assessment 4: when seeds are mature, late August to mid 

September. 

Consult the Information Management System (see section six of 

the manual) for information on the damage, biology and 

management of the cone insects. 
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7. Collect mature cones for cone analysis. 
Randomly select two cones from each CCMS free Each cone 
should be placed in a separate paper bag on which the following 
informafon is labeled; (1) Seed zone, (2) CCMS study number 
(3) CCMS year, (4) orchard name, (5) species, (6) tree location 
e.g., rep, block, set, quad, row, column, position, (7) family or 

clone number, (8) CCMS tree number, and (9) the sector and level 
from which the cone was collected. 

Cone analysis determines, among other things, the seed potential 
(two times the number of fertile scales) and the number of filled 
seeds per cone. This information is necessary to make predictions 
(done in CCMSPC) on seed yield from the cone crop data Cone 
analysis should be arranged with a seed processing laboratory 

^ 
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What is CCMSDAT? 

CCMSDAT is designed to collect and store the number and the 

condition of seed cones in your orchard on a dala logger. A 

number of trees and branches are selected at random, and the seed 

cones on these branches are assessed several times over the 

following year or two. Each assessment will record the number of 

cones, the cone condition and the cause of mortality (mortality 

factor). As an option, you may want to record only the number of 

living and dead cones without determining the cause of mortality. 

Creating a study is the first step. After a study has been created, 

you can edit it or start a new assessment. If this is the first time 

using CCMSDAT, familiarise yourself with its general features 

and functions before you begin. 

r 
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Starting CCMSDAT 

To start CCMSDAT on your DAP Technologies PC 100 or 
PC9000: 

1. Make sure the data logger has the CCMSDAT program 

installed. Check that the CCMSDAT.EXE is present. 

2. Make sure the daia logger has the dictionary database file. 

Check that the DICTION.DBF is present. 

3. Set the data logger screen size to 16 columns by 21 rows. 

Press <CTR> 1 to toggle between the two sizes. 

4. Type CCMSDAT, and press <Enter>. The logo screen will 
appear. Press any key to continue. 

5. General features and functions of CCMSDAT are described in 

the next section. After you are familiar with these, you are 

ready to create a study. 

You may also run CCMSDAT on your PC. To do so, change 

directories to the CONESYS directory and enter CCMSDAT at 
the DOS prompt. 

~ 
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Using CCMSDAT 

General Features and Functions 

Using function keys. Several options in CCMSDAT are 

accessed by using the function keys, <F1> to <F10>. On the 

DAP™ (DAP Technology, Montreal, Quebec) data logger units, 

function keys work by pressing the red <FCT> key, releasing it, 

and then pressing the corresponding number (e.g., 5 for <F5>). A 

function key name will sometimes be displayed on screen, in 

angle brackets, preceding the option it activates. For example, 

<F3> New Study means press <F3> to create a study. In the 

manual, function keys are displayed in angle brackets, for 

example, <F9>. Note that on the DAP units, the <F10> key is 

accessed by pressing the <FCT> key, followed by the 0 digit. 

Using the escape key. The Escape key (Esc) is also used to 

exit various points of CCMSDAT. It is sometimes displayed on 

screen as an option, as <Esc>. On the DAP unit, the Escape key is 

accessed by pressing the <FCT> key, followed by the <Fsc> key 

(the Esc key is the one with the decimal point). 

Using control keys. Some functions and features of 

CCMSDAT are accessed using Control keys. To use control keys 

on the DAP units, press the blue <CTL> key, release it, and then 

press ihe required number or letter (e.g., 3, for <CTL> 3). In this 

manual, control keys will be displayed in angle brackets, for 

example - <CTL>3. 

On the data logger, some of the control keys represent keystrokes 

on a full, standard keyboard. For example, <CTL>3 on the data 

loager is equivalent to <PgDn> on a full keyboard. Where this is 

the case, both keystrokes will be displayed in headings in the 

manual (e.g., <CTL>3/<PgDn>). Use the second of the two 

keystrokes (e.g., <PgDn> in this case) when working with 

CCMSDAT on a PC. 
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Yes/No prompt. At many points in CCMSDAT, a dialog box 
will be displayed allowing you to respond "Yes" or "No" to a 

question from CCMSDAT. There are two ways to respond to this 

prompt: (1) press the Y key to select Yes, or the N key to select 

No; or (2) use the left or right arrow keys to highlight "Yes" or 

"No" in the dialog box, and then press <Enier>. 

Navigating lists. Some of the input screens of CCMSDAT 

display input items in a list. Typically, you can move the cursor up 

and down the list of items using the <Up Arrow> and <Down 

Arrow> keys. In some lists, the <PgUp> and <PgDn> keys may 

also be used to move the cursor. Some lists display items from 

which you must make a selection. In this case, use the <Up 

Arrow> and <Down Arrow> keys, moving the cursor to highlight 

your selection, and then press <Enter>. Some lists, specifically 

lists of tree and branch numbers, allow you to enter the number 

required and automatically highlight that number in the list, at 

which point you can press <Enter> to make your selection. 

Entering text. Where text or numbers must be keyed into a field, 

simply enter the required text or number at the cursor and press 

<Enter>. In most cases, CMSDAT will automatically move the 

cursor to the next required field. Sometimes, CCMSDAT will 

provide a default value for an item. To accept the default, just 

press <Enter>. To overwrite the default, key in the desired text 
and press <Eriter>. 
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Creating a Study 

1. To create a study, press <F3>: this will display the following 

identifiers screen. 

2. Enter the Ontario Tree Improvement Board (OTIB) Zone (1-

6), ihe CCMS study number (1-99) and the CCMS year 

(automatically defaulted to current year). The program will 

display the information entered and ask you to verify that it is 

correct. If it is, select Yes. 

Note: 

The data collection program is designed for use by Ontario 

Ministry- of Natural Resources (OMNR) and OTIB members; 

however, other than the orchard identifiers, this program is 

generic and can be used in many other jurisdictions. The zone 

number and other specific OMNR/OTIB identifiers can be left 

blank, or you can use these spaces with your own numbering 

system. 
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3. The following study date screen will appear. Enter the study 
date. ' " J 

If the current date is the study date, then press <Enter>. 
Otherwise type in the correct date and press <Enter>. 

4. The next screen is the orchard identifiers screen. 

Assessment: 1 

Seed Soui-ce tt: 

Breeding Zone: 
ha 3 

District: 
Ch a pie aii 

Orchard Name: 
ILTIA 

Spec ie s: 

Enter the seed source number, OT1B breeding zone, district, 
orchard name and tree species. The orchard 
mandatory. 

name is 
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5. The next screen allows you to select the parameters you use to 

specify tree location and identification. 

r 

The options include Rep, Block, Set (A-D), Quad (1-4), Row 

(1-99), Column (1-99). Position (1-99), Bearing (N. NE, E, 

SE, S, SW, W, NW), Family. Clone and Factor. These options 

should be selected according to the specific needs of your 

orchard. To use a parameter press Y or <Enter> on the 

defaulted Y. If the parameter is not to be used, press N to 

change it to No. 
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6. The next screen prompts you with a menu with three available 

options: 

Select Cone count from the menu screen and press <Enter> 

to add a cone count to Lhe file. 

1, The cone count screen appears, as shown below. 

After entering the cone count for the tree, press <Enter>. To 

delete a cone count, highlight it, and press <F0> (or <F10> on 

a conventional PC). Press <Esc> or <Enter> on a blank field 

to return to the menu options. 
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8. Select Study Tree from the menu screen to add a tree to the 

CCMS study. The system prompts you for the next tree 

number, defaulting to the next available sequential number as 

shown here. 

Press <Enter> for the default number, or type in another 

number. 

The tree localion screen requires you to input information for 

the selected fields: Rep, Block, Set, Quad, Row, Column, 

Position, Bearing, Family, Cone and Factor. The fields that 

appear here will be those you selected in step 5. 

Tree: 1 

Enter Tree Info: 

Rep 

Set 

Quad 

Row 

Column 

Family 

12 

C 

2 
10 

6 

BWffi 
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10. After entering the tree information, you are prompted to enter 

the branch number. CCMSDAT defaults to the next available 
sequential number. -V 

Next Branch 
Number: 

11. The next screen requires you to input branch in format ion. 

Tree: 1 

Branch: 1 

Enter Branch Info: 

Sector: N 

Level : [j 

CCMSDAT allows you to change the branch number. Press 

<Enter> to accept the number, or enter a new number. The 

sector (N - North, E = East, S - South, W = West) and level 

(U - Upper, M = Middle, L = Lower) must be entered next on 

the branch information screen. Press either the N, E, S, or W 
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r 

key for the sector and then either the U, M or L, key for the 

level. These fields may be left blank. 

Note: 

In section 2.3, which provides instruction on setting up CCMS 

trees in the field, instructions were given to divide the tree 

into north and south sectors and upper and lower levels. 

CCMSDAT is ml up to let you divide the tree into four 

sectors and three crown levels. This flexibility is in place for 

those who wish to divide the tree further, either to facilitate 

easier location of sample branches, or to obtain more dala. If 

you choose to use only the north and south sectors and the 

upper and lower levels, you may simply ignore the E, W, and 

M options, 

12. After you have entered in the tree and branch information, you 

are ready to enter information on the condition of the cones 

and their mortality factors. 

The screen should have the tree and branch numbers at the top 

of the screen and one or two assessment numbers heading one 

or two assessment columns, respectively. 
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If you are on the first assessment, there will only be one 

column in the right half of the screen and "Tallied:" appears 

under "Branch:". This number indicates the total number of 

cones assessed on this tree. Between the two assessment 

columns, there is a column of numbers from one to nine that 

designate the row numbers for entering tally information. 

Each assessment column consists of three sub-columns with 

the headings #, CC, and MF. These are used to enter the cone 

count (#), cone condition (CC) and mortality factor (MF). 

As an example, if a branch has 15 cones which have been 

damaged, but not killed, by jack pine budworm, enter 15 

under cone count. For cone condiiion, put 4, the code for 

attacked and alive. For mortality factor, put 16, the code for 

jack pine budworm. After entering the mortality factor, the 
program will automatically scroll to !he next line 

Yon may enter the codes either by typing in a number or by 

pressing <F3> and selecting the factor from the list. 
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The codes for the possible cone conditions arc: 

1 - healthy 

2 - missing 

3 - aborted 

4 - attacked and alive 

5 - attacked and dead 

The pos.sibie mortality factors are: 

1 - healthy 

2 - missing 

3 - aborted 

4 - unknown 

5 - mechanical damage 

6 - frost 

7 - pw (while pine) cone beetle 

R - pr (red pine) cone bectle/co (cone) 

9 - pr (red pine) tone beetle/sh (shoot) 

] 0 - cone resin midge 

] I - fir coneworm 

12 - webbing coneworm 

13 - pw (while pine) cone borer 

14 - pr (red pine) cone borer 

15 - cone midges 

16 - pj (jack pine) bud worm 

17 - spr (spruce) cone loopers 

I 8 - spr (spruce) micro moth 

19 - spr (spruce! cone maggot 

20 - east spr (spruce) budworm 

21 - spr (spruce) coneworm 

22 - unknown insect/c (cone) 

23 - pw (while pine) weevil 

24 - east pw (while pine) shoot bo (borer) 

25 - eur (european) pine molh sh (shool) 

26 - unknown inseet/s (shoo!) 

27 - squirrel cone 

28 - squirrel shoot 

29 - inland spr c (spruce cone) /rust 

30 - am spr (american spruce) /rasp rust 
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If a cone condition of healthy (I), missing (2) or aborted (3) is 

entered, the matching number is automatically entered under 

mortality factor. Use the <Up Arrow> or <Down Arrow> to 

move up and down on the tally screen. To move to ihe right, 

use the <Enter> key. To move to the left, when on CC or MR 
use the <Esc> key. 

If you have decided not lo record the mortality factors along 
with the condition codes, then use missing or aborted to 

record dead cones. As noted above, the data logger will 

automatically record the matching mortality factor for these 
cone conditions. 

When the branch tallies are completed, go to a blank line and 

press <Enter> on a zero in the cone count (#) column. If the 

number of cones in this assessment does not match the 

number in the previous assessment, the data logger will note 
this and ask if you wish to change the data. 

If Yes is selected, you are returned to ihe tally screen. If No is 
selected, or the number of cones matches the previous 
assessment, the data logger will ask if this branch is OK. If No 

is selected, you are returned to the tally screen of the 
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same branch. If Yes is seiecied, and if this is the first 

assessment, you are then asked if another branch is to be 

appended. (If this is not the first assessment, the data logger 

will go to the next branch of the tree, ready for input). 
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13. On the first assessment, if Yes is selected for "Append new 

branch?", you are asked for the next branch number and 

branch information as previously described. 

If you do not wish to append another branch, or if this is not 

the first assessment and you have completed the last branch of 

the tree, the data logger will state that this is the last branch 
and ask if you wish to leave the tree. 

^ 

If Yes is selected, the data logger will ask whether the status 
of the tree should be checked. 

End of tree. 
Check status? 
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14. A tree status check must be performed in order to pass the 

orchard status check. If you select Yes, the data logger checks 

to ensure that all branches have been tallied. !f you have 

missed a branch, the data logger will note thai the tree is 

incomplete and ask if you wish to return to the missed branch. 

If you do, you will be sen! to the tally screen for the missing 

branch and the tally may be entered then. If the tree is 

complete, or if you do not wish to find the incomplete branch, 

the data logger will go to the first branch on the next tree. 

When you are on the first assessment, the data logger returns 

to the submenu with the three options: 1. Cone Count, 2. 

Study Tree and 3. Exit The first assessment is the only 

assessment where this submenu will appear and is the only 

assessment where a new tree can be added. 

If another tree is not needed on the first assessment, or the last 

branch of the last tree has just been completed, the data logger 

states that the last tree was just completed and asks if you 

wish to quit the assessment. 

If you select Yes, the data logger states that the end of the 

orchard has been reached and asks if the status of the orchard 

should be checked. 
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End of orchard. 

Check status? 

i™ No 

The <Esc> key can also be used to exit the tally screen and 

quit an assessment If you choose not to check the orchard, the 

data logger prompts the select study screen. If you choose to 

check the orchard, the data logger determines if ail of the trees 

have been checked. If a iree has been missed, the data logger 

informs you that the assessment is incomplete and asks if it 

should find the missed tree. If you say Yes, the data logger 

returns you to the incomplete tree and branch. 

If the orchard status check is passed, the data logger asks if 

the assessment has been completed. If you select Yes, the data 

logger asks for the completion date, with the current date as 

the default. If you select No or if the completion date has been 

entered, you are returned to the select study screen where you 

can begin a new study or continue an existing one. 
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Editing an Existing Study 

After a study has been created, you may edit the assessments 

within it or add new ones. When one or more studies exist on the 

data logger, CCMSDAT will display a list of the studies at 

startup. 

Select the study you wish to work with. You are then given the 

choice of either editing an existing assessment or starting a new 

one. 

To edit an assessment of the study, enter the assessment number. 

If assessment 1 is entered, CCMSDAT prompts "Next Tree?". 

Answer No to select an existing tree or Yes to append new trees 

or enter tree cone counts. If you append new trees, CCMSDAT 

prompts you with a submenu with three options. 

Once you have selected an assessment or created a new one, 

CCMSDAT prompts you to select a tree number. 
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A list of available tree numbers is displayed. Select the desired 

tree number or use the search option by entering [he actual 

number required. Press <Entcr> when the correct tree number is 

highlighted. After you select the tree, you must select (he branch 

number for that tree. This is done in the same way that the tree 
number was selected. 

~ 

Tree 

Select branch: 

2 

3 
4 

Search: 



r 
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Adding a New Assessment to an Existing 

Study 

To add a new assessment to the study press <F3>. If the 

completion date for the previous assessment was not entered, the 

data logger asks if the previous assessment was completed. Select 

Yes or No. The No option will return you to the previous screen, 

because a new assessment cannot be started until the previous 

assessment has been completed. If Yes is selected, the date field 

beside "End:" is highlighted and defaults to the current date. Enter 

the correct dale. CCMSDAT then prompts you for the start date of 

the new assessment. The current date is highlighted in the field 

next to "Start:" Enter the correct date. 
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Editing Features and Functions 

The following features and functions can be accessed ;it any time 

by pressing the specified function key while in the tally screen. 

Editing functions work only within the tally screen. 

Help<F1> 

The help menu can be called up at any time by pressing <F1>. It 

will provide you with a list of functions that can be used in the 

current section of the data logger. Hit any key to leave the list. 

Edit Session <F2> 

This option allows you to change the orchard, tree and branch 

information and the field selection parameters for the current 

study. Use <CTL>3 (or <PgDn> on a PC) to skip pages. 

Code Lists <F3> 

This function is used to view or select codes from a list. While 

entering Cone Condition or Mortality Factor fields press <F3>. 

Selecting an option from the menu and then pressing <Enter> 

will automatically insert the code for that option into the 

appropriate field. 
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Select Condition 

2 Missing 

3 Aborted 
4 Attacked/aliue 

5 Attacked/dead 

<esc> to cancel 

Select Mortality: 

2 Hissing 

3 Aborted 

Unknown 

5 Mechanical damage 

6 Frost 

7 Pw cone beetle 

8 Pi* cone foeetle/co 

9 Pr cone beetle/sh 

<esc> to cancel 

Previous Branch <F4> 

You can move to the previous branch on the current tree by 

pressing <F4>. If you are already on the first branch of the tree, a 

highlighted bar appears containing the words "First Branch". 
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Next Branch <F5> 

Selecting this function will display the tallies for the next branch 

on the current tree. If you are already on the last branch of the 

tree, a highlighted bar appears containing the words "Last 

Branch". 

Select Branch <F6> 

This option will list all the available branches for the current tree. 

You can select a branch from the list or enter the required number. 

Doing .so will automatically return you to the tally screen for the 

branch number selected. 

Select Tree <F7> 

If you wish to work on a tree other than the one shown, another 

tree can be selected by pressing <F7>. Before doing this, 

however, you must first finish the branch and tree you were on-

After pressing <F7>, you will be presented with a list showing all 

of the available trees. You can select a tree from the list or enter 

the required number. After selecting the tree, select the 

appropriate branch for the tree. This will automatically return to 

the tally screen for the corresponding tree number and branch 

number selected. 

Duplicate Assessment <F8> 

To enter the same tallies as the previous assessment for a branch 

press <F8>. (This function is not available on the first 

assessmenl.) CCMSDAT prompts "Use Previous Assessment?". 

Select Yes or No; Yes will copy the previous assessment tallies to 

the current assessment. 

Select Assessment <F9> 

To select a different assessment, press <F9>, then enter the 

assessment number. The assessment number will always default to 

the first selected assessment. After selecting the assessment, the 

screen will display the tallies for the tree and branch number. 

These tallies can be viewed or edited, or another assessment can 
be selected. 
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Delete Line <F0> 

To delete a tally line from a brunch, move the cursor to that line 

and press <F0> (<F10> on a PC). 

Append Tree <PgDn> 

This function allows you 10 add a new tree to the study on the first 

assessment only. Press <PgDn>and answer Yes to append a tree. 

After confirming the Append Tree prompt, enter the tree number 

to append, then enter the tree information. The branch number and 

the branch information are entered next. 

Omit Tree <PgDn> 

On second and subsequent assessments, this function allows you 

to omit a tree from the study. Press <PgDn> and answer Yes to 

omit a tree. Type the omit code number next. The omit reason will 

appear in the omit reason field. (To access the omit code enter 

<F3> to see the codes and press <PgDn> until you see the screen 

entitled -Omission Codes"). The reason may be edited or you can 

press <Enter> to accept it. Doing so will flag the omitted tree. 

The tallies for the tree are not lost and can .still be viewed and 

edited. 

Append Branch <Del> 

This function allows you to add a new branch to the existing tree 

on the first assessment only. Press <Del> and select Yes to 

append a new branch. When you are on the first assessment, after 

entering the tallies for a branch, the data logger will ask whether 

you want to append a new branch. After saying yes to the Append 

Branch prompt, type the branch number to be appended and press 

<Enter>. The branch information screen will be displayed where 

you may enter the sector and level fields. 
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Omit Branch <De!> 

On second and subsequent assessments, this function allows you 

to omit a branch from the current tree. To do so, go to the tally 

screen for the branch to be deleted, then press <Del>. Respond Y 

at the prompt to omil this branch. Type the omit code number 

next. The omit reason will appear in the omit reason field. The 

reason may be edited or you can press <Entcr> to accept it. Doing 

so will flag the omitted branch. The tallies are not lost and can 

still be viewed and edited. This function is available only after the 
first assessment is completed. 

Show Tree and Branch Status <Tab> 

This function can be used to show the current tree and branch 

number together with all the information corresponding to the tree 

and branch. It is used by pressing <Tab>. Press any key to 
continue. 

Leaving the Current Assessment 

To leave an assessment at any time press <Esc> and answer Yes 

to the prompt. The data logger will prompt for the tree status 

check and the orchard status check next. You should use this 

option when an assessment has been compieted. If an assessment 

is not complete and there are addiiional (allies to be entered, 

answer No to skip the check. This will display the select study 

screen. 

Quitting CCMSDAT 

To leave CCMSDAT and return to the DOS prompt, press <Esc>. 

Answer Yes to quit. This can only be done at the Select study 

screen. 
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ANALYZING CCMS DATA: 

r USING CCMSPC 

What is CCMSPC? 

CCMSPC is designed to provide tabular and graphical summaries 

and analyses of CCMS data. In addition to its analysis and 

summary functions, the program can also be used for 

- editing CCMS data; 

. transferring data to an Ascii text file (useful if you want to 

analyze the data with another data management program); 

. transferring data to and from a data logger (allowing you to 

edit the data on the PC and then return it to the data logger for 

the next assessment); 

. generating random numbers, which may be used to select 

CCMS trees. 

Starting CCMSPC 

To start CCMSPC follow these steps: 

1) Start up your computer lo get to the DOS prompt. If you arc in 

Windows, exit Windows to get to the DOS prompt. 

2) Change directories so that you are in the directory containing 

the CCMSPC.EXE program (e.g. C:\CONESYS\). 

3) Type CCMSPC and press <Enter>. The following logo screen 

will appear; press any key to continue. 
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NnKl,,,™ Onti.Hu IWiopncnt Agreement 

Natural Hosourses Canada 
'•:■..■., i : .- Srr-uice 

Ontario Hinlitrv of Nat-rsl K,BDU,c0S 

Software Services 
DiLPision of RUB Innouation, Ltd 

Sault Stc flsrie 

any key to continue... 

4) The functions and features of CCMSPC are described in the 
following section. 

Note: If you run into memory problems while using CCMSPC 
eat the program. Insert the ConeSys Boot Disk (Installation Disk 
I) mto your floppy drive (A: or B:) and restart your computer 
I lus ma boot your computer into a minimally configured mode 
Rerun CCMSPC. When you arefuushed using CCMSPC, rent, 
the boot disk and restart your computer. 
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General Features and Functions 

IZ7JI you may use the Ml or right arrow Veys to highlight 
■'Yes11 or "No" in the dialog box and press <Enter>. 

Entering text. Where text or numbers must be keyed into a Held 
£3ySi£ -he required fetf or number at the cursor and pr 
<L,er>. .n most cases, CCMSPC will — "f}*™^ 
cursor to the next required field. Sometimes. CCMSPC 
provide a default value for an item. To accept the default u> 
S^rS&iieiX To overwrite the default, key it. .he destred text 

and press <Enter>. 

Navigating Menus. CCMSPC is a menu-driven system. All 
modules cHsplav a menu at the bottom of the screen; the menu 
Tm will change to reflect the options available m a pamcular 
Tdule and its !ub^odules. The following figure shows the mam 
menu. 

To -select a menu item you may either, ,1) use Uje>*£ 
the cursor onto the desired item and press <E,Her>, (2) press 
SS key assorted with the item; or (3) press the key 
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;ire in CCMSPC; Z 

Navigating Lists. Some of the input s 
of 

To change the colour cambn]ation. for the screen layom, select 
<F2> Colours, wh.ch will bring Up the following 

menu. 
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CONE CHOP ftOHHQPlNT,'SYSTEM 
reen Colour Setting 

21:03=06 

To «BM a new colour combination select <F2> New. Next, select 
IF2> Status line, <F3> Borto/Teit. <F4> Menu Items or 
<F5> Warning Prompt and enter the new colour to be used To 
Z the colour to the toil, in colour scheme sel c, <F3> 
Computer. To sel *e eolour to your defined colour select <F4> 

User Default. 

The remaining Utilities functions work as follows. 

Printer <F3> allows you to select the printer and fonts to be 
u"d To enter a new printer select <F3> Se.ect and select he 
name of the printer. To change the fonts, select <F> Fonts and 
select the font from the given list. To see a sample of the font 
Te'ecl Yes when the computer asks ■'Print sampb?". To return the 
selections to the preset defaults select <F2> Default,. 

Dump <F4> will send CCMSPC control information to the 

printer. 

Configure <F5> allows you to edit CCMSPC control information 
from the following screen. 
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-WE CROP MONriOHlNG SISUH 

E:\CCMSPC\.> nrti^iWZXW*'' 

Help. The Help function «F1> or H in the main men,) will 
d.splay more information on the menu selections vai'b c TT 
menu opt.on b the same throughout CCMSPC and can e sed 
any mne. Press aay key ,o return to the previo.s menu 

PC a" 2* 
in liie main 

U SPC a carh 2 
quit CLMSPC and exit to DOS. 

- If USed at [he Main Menu, 
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Summarizing CCMS Data 

The Display function <F3> or D in the main menu allows you to 
ermine hi study data for an orchard, a tree, a fa* a clone or 
TZ«-The information provided includes the total conesin «* 
of the five co.dit.ons plus the total number of cones or each 
assessment. Other information mcludes actual cone efficiency, 
interval mortality and cumulative mortality. 

When you select the Display function from the main menu, 
CCMSPC displays the following Select Study screen. 

mqu want ustftQ '' 
1, Pago Up and 
page Down. 

Then H«S» Enter. 

noking in E^CCnSSDAinvmiACHRlE-. for studies. 

in this screen you are given a list of existing studies and a new set 
of menu options. (To change the default directory press <L 4> 
New Path from the menu at the bottom of the screen. Enter the 
new path name when it is requested.) 

Select the smdy to be displayed. You are then presented with a 
"creen with the study informal ai the top and new menu 
options. 
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CONb CHOP HOHtlOHJHG SYSTEH 

The menu choice, for (he display function include 
2> Orchard 

will dLsplay the following screen. 
<° work with 

The screen .shows ,he nUniber of cones in each condkion c 
You™ a,sn see te sume information as a percentage 
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"CONE CROP nOHlTOfllNli StVblEM 
' jlay nodule——;— 

one! 4 CCttS Study: h OTCB Zi 

Healthy 

ri Using 

fntflckei 

TOTALS 

Cone Efficiency 
[nenrwsl mortality 
Cumulative nortfilLt 

3 

2* 
111! 

■IK 

2k 
2k 
BK 11* 

3X 

la 

ft 

Ta 

T.V. 

13v. 

1v. 

LB0K 

7"/. 

Press <F2> to loggle between the two views. 

To display the data for the previous item (tree, family, clone or 

factor), press <F4> Previous. To display the data for the next 

item, press <F5> Next. 

The <F6> Layout option will change the layout of the data. There 
are three different layouts available and each layout groups the 
data in a different way. Layout 1 displays the cone counts tor each 
of the five condition codes, as well as cone efficiency, interval 
mortality and cumulative mortality. Layout 2 groups the 
attacked/alive count, and the attacked/dead counts by mortality 
factor Layout 3 combines the imacked/alive and at tacked /dead 
under one beading called "attacked'-, which is then grouped by 
mortality factor. CCMSPC always defaults to the most recent 

layout you have used. 

Note on the calculations: 

The actual cone efficiency is calculated by diving the number of 
livins corns (healthy and attacked/alive) by the total number of 
cones and multiplying it by WO. The mortality interval is 
calculated by subtracting the actual cone efficiency for the 
current assessment from the actual cone efficiency for the 
previous assessment, The cumulative mortality ,s calculated bv 
subtracting the actual cone efficiency from 100% 
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The <F7> Select option allows you to display the data for a 
selected .em under the current scope; tree, family, clone o "facto, 
as shown below for family 323565. 

e For cone conditions indicating an aUack anv 
y foc.or for which the percentage cf affected Jones is less 

hun the threshold wiU be clarified U11der "Other" Mo aly 
factors for which the percentage of affected cones exceed, he 
.hresho,d wil! be classified under the name of the" To 
change the threshold percentage press <F8> or T and enter the 
n-percentage. CCMSPC wi.l default ,o the las, threshold y01. 
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fltlacked/aliue 

llnknaun 
Hechnnical dona 

conn boetlo' 

Cone i-nain 
Fir conowor 

Selecting <F9> Report prints the report using 
format as displayed on the screen. 

the same layout 
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Analyzing CCMS Data 

5 
rr\AQ , ^T~""WM""3; J""« win nrst require information from 

CCMS stud.es and other data, including the seed potential seed 
efficiency, extraction efficiency, germination efficiency and 
cones/hectohtre. These later data are obtained fr^ disLtn" 
cones in your orchard or from data obtained from the literature or 
seed proce.ss.ng facilities in your area. After you have innu the 
data, you can generate tables (reports) or graphs P 

To start, select Analysis from the main menu. 

The system displays the Select Study screen with a list of the 

Highlight the study 
{"»"«t using t. 
1. Fane Up and 
Pfl<JD Down. 

Then Entei-. 

TJie mnr efficioncj 
innlysls Fop tha 
stud;, uill bo 

ll 

in E:\CCI1S\DmilMJ9S\eilFISs itudie=. 

The default directory is displayed under the study list. To change 
the directory, select <F4> New Path. S 
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Highlight a study for analysis from (hose listed on the screen. 

Before you can analyze the data, you must enter the predicted 
con, and seed yield statistics; these data can be based on historic* 
data (see the explanation of the <F3> Mstoncal opt.on below) or 

some best guess. 

To enter or examine predicted cone efficiency data for an orchard 
press <F2> Predicted from the Select Study screen. The Select 
Orchard screen displays a list of orchards with data already 
entered Press <F3> Add to add new data for a new orchard hnter 
in the orchard name where it is indicated, or, if histoncal cone 
^ff.ciency data for this orchard has already been entered, press 
<F2> sel Orchard and select the orchard from the list presented. 
To delete predicted cone efficiency data for an orchard select 

<V9> Delete when the orchard name is highlighted. 

The predicted cone efficiencies are displayed in a row under the 

numbers one to ten for up to ten assessments. 

njnB- RflMOEE 

1 

ted, none wij**;" 

* 3 4 5 

(23 
mi 

16 

mi 

Seed pot^ntUl <HJ-
fii C^> 

i- of OpcKsfH Tf;« 

ariL cano inuentni-y 

4urter of =t«a. P=r h^l^lit^-- DttE 

The number, shown ar. percemages. Under the predicted cone 
efficiencies are: the Seed Potential (0^999), Seed Eff.c.ency 

(0-100%) Extraction Efficiency (0-100%), Germmahon 

Eftoenc (0-100%), Number of Orchard Trees (0-99T999), Men 
Number of Cones/Sample Tree (0-9,999), Orchard Cone Inventory 

(0-999,999- this field is calculated as the number of orchard trees 
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^ TT cones/sample tree) and Number of 
Cones per Hectolitre (0-99,999). To make a change move the 

contain a tota] cone count file. S ec t e tudy 
from those hsted. The mean number of cones/sample tree w, be 
calculated and entered into the field. 

^lTr •lm,u7al cone efficiency dam for m °«*^-3> hlstoncal from Select Study screen. The Select 

ce-
;ind a ncw set of me™ «**»* 

Delete, and <FI0> Exit Select an 

Stp 7; "k' PWSS <F3> '° add ;' "eW ̂  " the top of the screen 1S the study information and the orchard 
na,ne. Cone and seed statistic, are entered ,n the -, „ 
they are in the predicted statis1.es screen (see above). 

You can display all historical cone efficiencies, and their mean 

and P,css <F4> Calc cc. This wil] group m the actUi|l CQne 

££ "*- Md ll 

II) 

1795 BS H2 
199C B5 S2 

-
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cone 

<F3> Print to pnot the data. Select <F2> Se, orchard to 
a different orchard from the hst presented. 

press <F9> Delete. 

After ,00 have «*»d 
will analyze it and 

C in the centre and some 

bottom as shown here. 

smwm 
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efficiency for ,|,e a 

'able form, press J 

of hectolitres is 

by 

4-16 

predicted cone 
To print a copy of the analysis in 

* ' 

frt Potential and then 

the 

eed yield by 
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Graphing CCMS Data 

To start, select Graphics from the main menu. 

the Select S 
ing 3 list 

will mclude all of the trees white the 

historical studies to be included m the graph. 
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items for the graphic 

en press T to tag d the ten J 
items. After some processing 

CCMSPC will prompt you to select the 

you with 

Graph. 

Select <F10> Exit to return to the Select Study screen. 
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Editing CCMS Data 

The Edii function (<F2> or F in rh 

change the data in exist J^s" Z7 "*"* ̂  y°U t0 
recall (feat CCMSDAT also htn^ T *»*■ You 
editing functi CC V l"1Cti°n; h°Wever ver' 

To start, .select Edit from the mai 
main mem, 

Editing An Existing Study 

You 
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COME CROP H0H1TUHIW. MVEIEH 

01 IB Kunt. ■* 
Tree: 1 

CCMSPC displays the highest assessment number available. To 

St an existing assessment, enter the _*«g^ l 
section "Editing Features and Funct.ons in the CCMSDA ! 
section of the manual for more information. 

Adding a New Assessment to an Existing Study 
T" tart new assessment, select <F3> New from the Enter 
[ sc ment Screen. If the completion date for .he prev,ous 
£" was not entered, the computer asks if ,he ashmen 
was completed. Select Yes or No. If you select No, you will be 
Returned o the previous screen because a new assessment en no 
be started until the previous assessment has been completed. If 
vou select Yes, enter the date that the last assessment was 

Ipleted, then'enter ,he start date for the new ™m^ 
you must select the tree number requ.rcd from the list of available 

tree numbers as shown here. 
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After a ,ree has been selected you must select the branch number 
for the tree from the following screen. 

COKE CROP nONriORlHG SYSTEfi 

Now, proceed to the section "Entering Cone Tallies" for 
instructions on how to enter tallies, append trees and append 
branches. 'r 

Creating a New Study 

To create an new study select <F3> Add at the Select Study 
screen. You will need to enter the OTIB Zone (1-6) the CCMS 

study number (1-99) and the CCMS year (automatically defaulted 
to current year). CCMSPC will then ask you to verify that the 
informauon is correct. You cannot create a study with the same 
OTIB Zone, CCMS study number and CCMS year as one that 
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already exists. If you do, the program will db*fatf • 

message. 

On the next screen, enter .he seed source number, breeding zone, 

district, orchard name and the tree species. 

Next select 
s you will use to identify tree location 

fi 41 row (1-99), column (1-99), position (199), beg ( 
v W S SW W NW), family, clone and factor. To use a 

Irametf; Pl Y or <Enter> on tne defau.ted V. If the factor b 
not to be used, press N and <Entcr>. 

On the next screen enter the tree number. The field defauli HI 
Enter the locauon mformation for the selected tree using the 
parameters selected on the prevtous screen. 

Te'vel Tins infommt.on is used to locate the branch on the tree. 

The system then prompts "Date assessment 1 started'' with the 
LtuU cuLt date displayed below it. Type in tne correct date or 
press <Enter> to accept the default. 

Now. proceed to .he secnon "Entering Cone Tallies" to en.cr 

tallies, append trees and append branches. 

^SSSS^SL ne cone count (#), cone condition (CC) 
and the mortality factor (MF) are entered and edited. 
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C0NE CfiOF MOWTOR1NO SVSTFH 
°I1B ^°n== 4 CCMS Study 6 ?PH?°^le~^^-^ 

anl: nflJIORE 

Hacfl assessment 
smaller 

E5 move ,h= cursor up ,„,„„„„ the ,al]y 

The firs. 
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number of cones matches ttaP«™ fo ^ 

wil, take you .o the »« b««*» * of (he m CCMSPC 
input. If you arc on the test b an : ^ ̂ ̂  (o fc 

»ffl pronrp. "Last bnmch L«* ~ ■ (rce CCMSPC wll, take 
tot branch on the tree or Yes to lea ^ ̂  ,asl 

you to the firs. |»*S^S en promp' "Las. tree. Quit 
branch of the last tree CCMSPC ml ' lte ,as, lree. 
assessment- seiect No to return to ft«.a»|b 0^^ # 

,-eK 2TJ2S .s -52 se.ee, Yes and 
Kw;!, pip, you to enter the comp.e.,on date. 

S^orrtrX^ 

necessary changes. Select Yes to go to the next tree. 

on 
the sereen tha, appears 

next. 

,f you attempt to leave a tree 

cone eount of zero m an "£ branch 

an 
assessment can be completed. 

tree c heck, 

leave the assessment. 
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u select Edit Orchard Info 
and branch mformation. ^^ 

tau; Orchid rnformation TrI r, **** 'm° three 
rnformation. ' fee Info™ationv and Branch 
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a ft*bfc Press <Esc> to leave this 
<Ent«r> key, Lo ***&*££% ed.ted field without prying 

cone counts 

.dd number, to the ,!«. Press <ESc> to ret,, to 

the tally screen 

<F3> Code Lists. This function is «d 
conditions or mort.Hty factor, or ̂  L W 

to return to the Tally Screen. 

disagreement. 
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to omit a branch. 

omit reilSon fieid and CCMSPC 

Select Yes to accept or !V» , 

can still be vlewed and edited 

This code ^ay>" 

not lost and 
'* 

«ha ;nenu option chunges K,^S^■u 
displays lhe tree or branch , 'uuete to Un-omii" and 

-ree,, To un-omiI a te orbT ' ' , '° ? 
key. To delete a ,ree or br nch f TT " *"* PKSS the <F6> 

E t0 brand,. CCMSPC 
^ >ree. Selec. V« to 

After dele.n, S 
'he next tree or branch 

? 
" *" 

prompt you for 
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to the tally screen forth, branch 

assessment. 

or 15 to append a branch. 

No 

SiWh -a* *>«««»■* 

CCMSFLWiiiu-l CCMSPC will prompt you for the 
previous assessment, tliL-n i_Livior«_- i 

starting date of the new assessment. 
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automatically do the tree~ . ^ Pr°mpt- CCMSPC 
*• These checks ar re 't't "" ̂  °^ ««» 

compete. The check val.d, e5 ^, » , * T*"** t0 be 
completed, If a, assessment L "" Ire6S have be«" 
™ 'he checks, select N oTlf^h Tplete and CCMSPC fails 
the select study screen P ° ChCCk- CCMSPC wi" -turn to 

<CtrJ> a,,d L S 

prevous as^Jent 

This »-*■» 

coiumn-
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will 

,c to 

y' <F5> Clone Dr <F«> 
°f 
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Ascii file. 

Se,ecl<F10> Exit .orettrn.o .he Select Study screen. 
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Transferring Data to and 
Logger 

The Transfer function <F7> or T is use< 
fron, a data Jogger, ft is re£JU,-red on£ 
« lo° large ,0 fit on(o a datalogger 
me case, and you -

transfer complete s 

4 . 34 

transfemig data to or 

lhis *«*ta't be 

C0M.COM or COM 

C0M.EXE wil, worf j 
bm com.com wm work only „„ lheDAP o " DAP 9000 
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Yes. 

The program will now 
, ,1 - rnM COM or COM.EXE menu go to the C0M.COM o 

COM EXE menu screen will be delayed on the DAP. 

r:s. 5 s « 
CCMSPC promp.s you to the ttk 

oRC DBF This process m« be repeated for 

fl,e to be copied from the DAP. H*J^™£ Select study 
coP,ed select 7. End and ^^1^*% 
screen. U no files were copied CCMSPC will giv^ y 

message. 

copy the orchil d((^s^an omit (OMT) files for one 

and you can select the study to be transferred. 
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he stud 

ou mm usi,,3 t * 
p*y> up ana 

Ooun. 

« Enter. 

In Tarnation fmn thii 

been done and 

ts f0ur rnd five 5 ccMSPcn , r 
be copied from ,he PC 0'fe DAP 1 T^ 

one of these file, after i, is on h " 
■H i " 

'° 
on the screm be 
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OKE CROP nOMJ, TOKl«« =^ 

you arc ,.,en tak» into 

complete the transfer. 

A lhe 

.he COM.COM or COM.EXE program ,o 

5^ » if * * 
w have a new menu with eight choices 

PC S 

now 

to the Select Study screen. 

is co 

LSSSS TAL40694.OBF. When all renammg 
mplete, the DAP is ready for data collection. 

Select <F10> to return to main menu. 
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Generating Random Numbers for CCMS 

Lrtor 
up a CCMS be used 

di8pIayg 

•"e* in E:SCC«s\DI!TflM99S\CH!lISN. 

tree 
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Next enter 
■ the valid ranges for each selected parameter. 

rang,. For example 

e -; 
. 5-10, 4, 1 / P 

access?1 

<Entor>. CCMSPC prompts you w 
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■» order „ field 

a sample printout. menu. Here is 

1 *<""*■■ 2 
«u«t: 

2 «uad! = BOW 2 6,11 6 

2 l'ui"'= ■» Ro«: IB Col: 

3 *"d: 3 Rou: 

3 """d-- ■» 
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What is CCMSIMS? 

wmsm 
ha7irds spill cleanup, toxicology, storage and 

ES^SWL ̂r uL, acuve ingred.cnt, inseC 
, and estimates of the efficacy of the product 
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Starting CCMSIMS 

To start CCMSIMS follow these sleps-

Key Features 

dian Forest ScruUsa 

nifl^trv of Hatur.l BCSOUrc 

Eoftwars Soi-uiccs 

iault Stc Mdrie 

Prea3 Jiiy key to continua... 

fatures of ccmsms 

. This menu option can be used at Ly time 

The <F9> Utilities function allows you to charm* a 
colours and the printer. ge the scree" 
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select <F2> Defaults. 

To quitCCMSlMS select <F10> Exit. 
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Using CCMSIMS 

After the starlup screen, you wili g0 to the main menu. 

If you know the insect species, start 
information about a srwifi- ;« 

<F4> Control I you reun" "Se 
stt wl(h <F2> 

<F3> PCst If 
yo" W;int 

Diagnosis 

■-
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You should now see the following Select Damage screen. 

<PgUP> or <PgD,,> ,o fine. 

insect that causes the damage. 
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Pest 

comer, a list of other insect pests. 

5£ 
<CtrlxPgRn> will take you to the bottom. 

For each pest, there are a set of menu option, on .he bottom of the 
screen. These work as follows. 

<F,> Diagnosis. This option will take you directly to the 
D,agnos,s menu whhout having to exit to the mam menu. 

like the following. 
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Use the <Up Arro»> 
d 

<1)o,vn . 

ft, spacebar 
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Control 

TeIFcT flCIIOE IHCKDlWIIHMmML 

shows the «=.». insr«l,«.t a,,d .he 1 

contain the ingredient and press <Enter>. 

You should now see a screen like the following. 

-HipoHriniioh km*igemehi_sykiTm 

'""^"vSir'lJr'lnij'im" resulting frnm or 
noi no iijii*". ' .", Cj uon o£ or reliance ti|ion 
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■ 
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<F7> Print. The PrnU function allows you to prm« out 

information on a control product. 

<F10> Bdt Select <F10> Exit to re.un, to the muin menu. 
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MAKING INSECT PEST MANAGEMENT 
DECISIONS: USING CCMSDSS 

What is CCMSDSS? 

The Decision Support System is a program that provides analyses 

product effectiveness and interest rates. 

g other variables, the DSS program requires you to input 
rate, current cone crop size, cost of pest management, and 
ld gain in cone and seed yields from pest management 

ZZZ many scenarios as you wish and when fimshed 
you can print a copy. 

Starting CCMSDSS 

To start CCMSDSS follow these steps: 

|» Start up your computer to get to the DOS prompt- If you are in 
Windows, exit Windows to get to the DOS prompt. 

2) Change directories so that you are in the directory containing 
the CCMSDSS.EXE program (e.g. CACONESYSY). 
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Suftuarn Services 

Sai.lt StennariIiDn:1 Ltd 

nv l>ty to continuo... 
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Using CCMSDSS 

To use CCMSDSS, you must input data into three files (screens), 
Ie,ect Orchard, Select Year, and Select Scenano. Each screen h 
described below. 

Select Orchard 

The Seta* Orchard screen is the first screen to appear after the 
ll screen. It allows you to organize informauor,.about each 
individual orchard. At the bottom of the screen are the functions 
SW ̂ Performed. To select the function press the funcLon 
key or letter associated with it-

Highlight the nrci. 
yuw uant using T, 

I, Pago U(p anil 
paste Down. 

Orchard Hare 

shun win 

1LI1B 

SSJSf« orchards have already been enteredI imo Ac 
vi Use the <Up Arrow> and <Dcwi, Arrow> to highUgh 
an orchard. Once an orchard is highlighted it can be mod.f.ed or 
deleted If there are no changes to be made, press <tnter> on the 

highlighted orchard to bring you to the Select Year screen. 
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<Fl>Help 

Select^ <F1> Help on any screen wil, display more information 
on .he menu selections available. Press any key to return to .he 
previous screen. This menu option can be used at any point in the 

<F2> Add 

This option Will display the Add Orchard screen. In this .screen 
the orchard fields (name, species, etc.) will be blank and the field 
bes.de the orchard mm will be highlighted. To add a new 
orchard, begin by typing in the orchard name. Once the prchard 
name has been added press <Entor> . The next field (species) will 
, h.ghhghted. Type in the tree species name. Repeat the process 

if r f,> n w?^ fie'dS (Se° n°'e bd0w for«" explanation rfjte fields). When all of the fields have been filled in press 
to exit The system will prompt you if the values are 

; t0 continue or N to go back and make 

on fields for the Add Orchard Screen 

The OTIB fOWflria 7>w Improvement Board) Zone, Breeding 
Zone aarf Seed Source Number are identifiers used in Ontario If 
you are m another province, the program requires that you enter 
a number from 1-6 for the OTIB Zone (which number doesn't 
matter), but the other two fields can be left blank, or you can put 
in your own code (up to 14 characters) if you wish. The Area field 

is the area in hectare, of the orchard or the part of the orchard 
lor whlch you W(sb w mQke prediction& imd Number of Tr^s 

the total number in that area. 

<F3> Edit 
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Orchard Hand 1LI!O 
Euecies : PJ 

OTIE3 Zontr- * 
h 3 

r.u.; <Iia>: 
B of !««=: 10.BOB 

When the system displays this scree,,, the anted fields (name, 
species etc.) with .he current orchard data and .he heldlbcs.de the 
S nai WU. be h,gh,igh,d. To edit the orch.r data use 
<Up Arrow> and <Down Arrovv> to move the cursor to the field 
to be modified. Make the appropriate changes and press <hntcrx 
Repeat the process for each of .he reding field, >hat recju, e 

changes. When all of .he changes have been made press <H0> to 
exit The system will prompt you if the values are correct Press Y 
,o continue or N to go back and make further changes .0 .he data. 

<F4> Delete ,, 
Selecting <F4> Delete torn the Select Orchard screen will 
remove the currently highlighted orchard from the database. To 
delete an orchard use the arrow keys to highlight the orchard then 
cress <F4> A box will appear prompting you whether or not to 

delete the currently selected orchard. Selecting Yes will remove 

the orchard and selecting No will cancel the deletion. 
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Select Year 

made. 

Highlight the 
ynu u.i.t 11"sins 
1, Pane lip «nd 
Page Dunn. 

piriiflS™. MIL ORCHARD 

At the bottom of the screen are the functions that may be 
permed To select the function press the funcuon key or letter 
associated with it. 

St<^d <Oown a™> keys to ^ 
oidu d year. Once an orchard year is highlighted ,t can be 
n dSned or deleted. Pressing the <Entcr> key on a highlighted 
orchard year will bring you to the Select Scenario screen. 

Sdtctm<Fl> Help on any screen will display more information 
h menu selections available. Press any key to return to 

previous screen. This menu option can be used at any point in the 

program. 
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<F2> Add 

mi make further changes to ihe data. d 

fields for the Add Orchard Year Screen 
criti field is 40 characters long 

actors you cannot (or decide not to) 

S^3 
you can control from losses from the present until 

tune you harvest the cones. The Predicted Jed/con7; 

~ 

un.st.nenu Value of Seed /, the 
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,ev,r dmrnined) per thousand. Finally, Date value of seed ffeHWff determined) p 
realized, is the da, you seli the seed. It is usually rke s«,ne m 

Cost Adjustment Date, 

Sd«tmg <n> Edit after highlighting .he orchard name from the 
Select Year screen will display the Edit Orchard Year scree,, 

&ECifi[OH BUHHOHI 
Edit Oi-eliard V 

the system displays this screen, the orchard year f,e d 
JS de-rip.-on, etc.) will be dtsplayed with the ™re". orchard 
dlm and the field beside the orchard year wi 1 be h.ghUghted. To 
edh'tl e data, use <Up ArroW> and <UoWn Arrow> to move he 
ct s r to the field to be modified. Make the appropriate changes 
,d press <Enter>. Repeat the process far each of the renaimng 

Id t require changes. When all of the changes have been 
made press <F10> to exit. The system will ask you if the vah.es 
Z correct. Press Y to continue or N to go back and make further 
changes to the data. 
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<F4> Delete 

<FI0>Exit 
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Select Scenario 

The Select Scenario .screen allows you to organize information 
about each individual orchard year scenario. A scenario is one 

way of managing your orchard. If you have flocMity to choose 
different control products, different application methods, etc., the 
Select Scenario screen allows you 10 input the various 
combinations and compare them. The Select Scenario screen will 
appear after you have selected an orchard year. 

IFCI510K 

— Select 5 

Highlight th« scm 

sou Hint usina '-
I. l'arr» Ul and 
Page Down. 

Scenario Description 
1 - Pent nftintennnep 

Z - Stanilai-d maintenance 

At the bottom of the screen are (he functions that may be 
performed. To select the function press the lunction key 

associated with it. 

Selecting Scenarios 

Use the <Up Arrow> and <Down Arrow> keys to highl ght 
scenarios. Once a scenario is highlighted it can be modified or 

deleted. 

<Fl>Help . „ 

Selecting <F1> Help on any screen will display more information 
on the menu selections available. Press any key to return to the 
previous screen. This menu option can be used at any pomt in the 

program. 
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<F2> Add 

Selecting <F2> Acid from the Select Scenario s 
[fie following Add Scenario screen, 

screen will 

the .system displays (his screen, the scenario fields (orchard 
«-», scenano description, etc.) will be blank and the fidd 

cen.no, beg,,, by typ.ng ,„ the scenario ^ 

^ario description has been entered press <Enter> RcpeaI I c 
process for each of the remain,ng fields (see note belowX n 
explanation of the fields). 

the adivi.ies and components mUs! be entered After 
pressmg <Enter> on the Gain in Seed Yield, rhe 

z°z:cno the firsi ^ 
Ltal - p lth <F3>Add Ltal 

w and <K7> Copy sranes (see below for a 

S £^^zthe Cllrrem dale-aiKi the cosi fie'd * py 0.00 Begin entermg data with the first activity 
Afte, the activfty f.eld has been filled in press <E,,ter> or <Tab> 
The cursor will move to to component field. Enter the value for' 
he component and press <En,L.r> or <Tab> R , ^» ° 
- and cost fldd . Afer pressmg <En(er> or ̂ ^ to for * 

; i" en?1™1" r°W " aU1°™ti-"y ̂ splayed « the bottom 
the l.«. Enter m as many acnvities as you need; the screen will 
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Arrow> and <Down Arrow> keys. 

Nate on fields for the Add Scenario Screen 
7'D scnption field is 40 characters Ion gand allows you * 
provide sole descriptive information about thescenaru, (tain to 
cone vield due to pest management is the effectiveness oj 

product. For example, if Product A typically protects «*«"«"* 
7, cones from Lea attack (very few products provule 00% 
protection), your gmn is 80% if you use tins product. The 
information about gain can be obtained for each product listed in 
CCMSIMS under "Efficacy", or it can be obtained from yo'U own 

experience and data. The Gam in seed yield due to pes 
management is obtained in the same way. The Activity and 
Component fields identify the pest management activity and wnai 

they are comprised of. For example, an activity would be spraying 
an insecticide, and the components of the activity could include 
the costs of insecticide, application equipment, and labour. You 
can have as many components as you wish for each activity. The 
Date is the date on which the activities/components are started 

and the Cost Is the cos! of the activities and components. 

Scenario Activity Functions 

<F2> Add Line: This function will insert a blank row at the 
current cursor position. The rest of the activities will be moved 

down by one in the list. 

<F4> Delete Line: This function will remove the current row 

from the activity list. The system will prompt for conformation o 
the delete. Select Yes to remove the activity from the hst, or select 

No (o cancel the delete. 

<F7> Copy scenes: Use copy scenes to copy an activity row from 
another scenario. To begin a copy, press <F7>. The system wil 
display a list of the available orchards. Using the <UP Arrow> 
and <Down Arrow> keys, highlight the orchard in which the 
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s 

When all of ,he activities have been filled in press <F10> to exit 
The system wtll ask yon if ,he value, are correct Press Yes o 
«*» or No to go back and make changes to .he da If, 

nc;s<™>rsor wi",be posi"°ned -"- £ ~* screen. Press <F10> a second lime ,o exi! the top portion of the 
screen. Agato yon wUI be asked if the valnes are correct Sic 
Vcs to ex,, .he Add Scenario scree,, or No to go back. 

<F3> Edil 

.ttlectt 6r !lighHghling the S™° fu-"°» f-m ^e Select Scenano screen will display the Edit Scenario screen 
When , e .system displays this screen the current seen, no fs 

enrrent data. The description field will be hi^hlichted 
Addutonally the funct.on keys will be updated with th t £ 
funcons <F2> Add Line, <F4>Del.te Line and <F7> Copy 
Scenes (for a desenption of these functions see Scenario 
Functions above). Use the arrow keys Io movc the Clirsor ™ 
Held to be mod.Aed. Make ,he appropriate changes and press 
<Enter>. Repeat the process for each of the remaining Field ^ ha 
reqmre changes When all of the f.e.ds have been filfed n p es 
<F1«> to ex.t .he edit function. The system wil] ask you if, 
va,ues are correct. Press Yes to continue or No to go'back 

^ 
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make changes 10 the data. After selecting Yes, the cursor will be 
positioned on the top portion of the screen. Press <F10> a second 
time to exit the scenario screen. Again you will be asked if the 
values are correct. Select Yes to exit the Edit Scenario screen. 

<F4> Delete 
This option will remove the currently highhghted scenario from 
the database. A box will appear asking you whether or not to 

delete the currently selected scenario. Selecting Yes will remove 

the scenario and selecting No will cancel the deletion. 

<F5> Analysis 

To perform an analysis press <F5> Analysis. The system will 

display the following list of available scenarios. 

DECISION SUPPORT EV 
-SELECT Scenarios for R 

• Poet naintenanco 

* Standard nJintenancc 

SPBCEBdR tn IslaOt Fur analysis-
F1H to continue. ESCBPE to *liort. 

Use the arrow keys to highlight the scenario to be included in the 
analysis. Press the spacebar to select the scenario. The scenarios 

which are to be included in the analysis are marked with an 
asterisk Press the spacebar a second time to deselect a scenario. 

Once the scenarios have been selected press <F10> to continue. 

The system will then prompt for the destination of the report. 

Select SCREEN to view the report on the screen or PRINTER to 
send the report to the primer. Next the system will prompt for a 

Detailed or Summary report, as shown. 
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r"* SUPPORT StfSrDI 
Scenarios for Analysis-

1 I ■ ■"■;■ 

surniinr 

Select the desired report type. The system will ihen produce the 
report on the selected device. If you are viewing the report on the 
screen use the arrow keys ro scroll through the report and press 
<Lsc> to continue. r 

Printing the Current Scenario - <F9> Print 
Press <F9> Print to print out the current scenario. 

<F1O> Exit 

Pressing <F1O> Exit will exit the Select Scenario screen and 
return to the Select Year screen. 
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